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Executive summary

‘All courses of action are risky, so prudence is not in avoiding danger (it’s impossible), but calculating risk and acting decisively.’
Niccolò Machiavelli, The Prince

RISK IS inherent in any business activity – if there were no risk there would be no reward. This is a fact of life with which some individuals, societies, and industries are naturally more comfortable than others. For example, in financial services, risk – at least calculated and understood risk – can be a positive thing, and riskier portfolios tend to yield greater rewards. In the oil and gas or construction industries, by contrast, many risks – such as selecting a drilling site or managing safety standards – cannot necessarily be broken down into palatable chunks. The goal then is to minimise these risks at the lowest reasonable and practicable cost. Unlike in these and many other industries, risk management has not traditionally had a role to play in law firms, but this has changed.

The drivers for the growing attention being paid to risk management in law firms have been both internal and external. The biggest internal driver has probably been growth in law firm size, which brings with it new challenges in terms of structuring, personnel, conflict management, and financial management. Growth can take one of two forms: organic growth or merger. Most law firms have chosen the latter route as it delivers results faster, if successful. But it can be high risk and these risks get even higher when that merger is cross border. Externally, changes in regulation and regulatory approach have also played their part in increasing the attention paid to risk management. The winding up of the Solicitors Indemnity Fund (SIF) in England and Wales required firms to go to the market for their indemnity insurance and in turn invited others, in the form of insurers, to assess at least some aspects of law firm risk and consequently the individual risk profile of any firm became relevant. More recently, the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) has begun using risk management proactively, requiring SRA regulated law firms to take an active approach to risk management themselves. And the SRA is not alone. The Hong Kong Law Society has introduced mandatory courses in risk management for all Hong Kong solicitors, the Legal Services Commissioner of New South Wales requires incorporated legal practices (ILPs) to make self-assessments which include risk management aspects, and other regulators in other jurisdictions are looking attentively at these approaches.

On top of these sector-driven risk management requirements, the introduction of anti-money laundering (AML) and anti-bribery legislation in many countries has given lawyers gatekeeping responsibilities and worrying penalties for compliance failures. It is not only governments that are expecting law firms to manage their risks for them; clients increasingly not only require evidence of risk management in areas
such as information security and business continuity planning from law firms they instruct, but also look to law firms for help in managing their own risks. The positive side of this coin is that, if handled well, risk management need not only be an internal compliance cost but could even become a source of value added services to clients.

Today, the biggest individual risk management drivers for many UK law firms arise from the challenge to traditional business models in many parts of the legal economy and the quest for international work (which is widely seen as the most likely source for long term growth for commercial law firms). This report is therefore designed to address the risk management issues facing law firms operating in more than one jurisdiction, either through their own offices abroad or through cross-border working, whether alone or in collaboration with lawyers from other jurisdictions.

The first part of the report contains a brief discussion of the possible motivations for examining the international dimension of risk for a law firm and suggests how this might translate into explicit objectives for a firm’s international risk management strategy. Following a brief discussion of various risk management standards, the report goes on to adapt the ISO 31000 approach into a framework that is relevant for law firms. It takes the three step risk management approach of ‘identify’, ‘assess’, and ‘manage’, and works through this model systematically, applying it to the real-life environment in which law firms work internationally.

The second part of the report deals with the first of these elements – risk identification – and provides a discussion of the most important and most frequently encountered risks internationally. Advice is given on how to approach the identification of international risk in a structured way, working through the well-known PESTLE model for mapping the external environment and using a combination of value chain and market analysis tools to map the firm’s own internal risks. This is supplemented with some discussion of the specific events that may trigger risks for the firm.

The third part of the report looks at how the risks identified can be practically assessed and managed. It provides a brief overview of some of the methodologies most commonly used for quantifying risks and recommends a couple of very simple approaches to risk evaluation that will be sufficient for the needs of most law firms. The report then reflects on the essential issue of governance arrangements for risk and how individuals operating in different cultural environments in different parts of the world can be actively engaged in risk management.

The Appendix sets out a summary law firm international risk management model. The report also includes comparative tables, which show the top risk issues for law firm managing partners and others in different parts of the world.

As law firms focus on international work for long term growth, the importance of a clearly defined and actionable risk management approach will only increase. This practical report is designed to help law firms in establishing and implementing an effective international strategy for risk and compliance.
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